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Abstract  
News television is a program that the broadcaster need to carefully “craft” the 
information before it aired on screen. The information should be “easy” “unique”, 
and “mesmerizing” in order to engaging average viewers to watch. One of problem 
that news broadcaster faced when developing the complex story is how to make it 
visually entertaining and engaging. Using immersive 3D Animation technology 
combining with the gesture of news anchor in studio is one solution of how 
complex news story can be delivered. In this study, 3D animation immersive 
system introduced to make complex news story more enjoying to watch and offer 
different solution for news producer to present the story. The ultimate goal of this 
study is to engage broadcaster and graphic designer in multimedia industry to 
make interesting visual information presentation for TV average viewers. 
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1 Background  
1.1 Broadcast industry in Indonesia is developing and 
became more competitive, with 11 national free-to-air 
channels, and more than 50 local and paid channels, 
viewers can easily choose what they want to watch, 
and on other hand they also bombarded with lot of 
visual information while watching TV. There are 4 
major news channels in Indonesia with more than 100 
million viewers across the country; every channel aim 
for one goal which is to “gain more viewers attention”.   
1.2 Not every news story have live video footage available to 
share to the viewers, some of them need to be re-created 
by using animation, in this study will show how graphic 
designer solve this problem by using 3D animation 
technique.  
 
 
 
  
1.3 A fast-paced situation is common culture in every 
television industry, using 3D animation combining with live 
footage will take “rendering” time, in order to cut the 
“render” time this study will shown about how designer can 
avoid it with using “real-time” graphics engine.  
 
2 Purpose of study  
In order to gain the viewers attention is the one of 
every broadcast designer’s goal has to achieve. 
This study will shown how broadcast designer can 
combine storytelling technique with 3D graphics 
environment could produce a unique and engaging 
complex news explanatory to the viewers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: News Explanatory about Solar Eclipse, the designer changed the studio environment into space 
 
3. Artwork Design  
The artwork developed is composing between existing 
physical set then adding 3D animation and audio on live 
production situation. It was designed for news anchor to 
explain the complex story with the graphics so it looks like 
he/she stand in front of real object and it aim to viewers can 
easily understand the story. Also avoid the render time that 
usually found it in post-production phase.  
The ultimate goal is give viewers to experience the virtual 
space/object of the story. And also helping the news 
producer can explore more to developing a story [1]  
The story that have advantage of using immersive 3D 
animation are which can not be done by video journalist on 
the field using real footage, for instead explaining how solar 
eclipse can occur or the development of underground 
subway. News anchor was shoot on real-set without 
knowing where the animation will happen, then camera will 
adjust the position so the 3D graphics can immerse on the 
set using “real-time graphics engine” to avoid rendering 
process. [2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: News Explanatory about Jakarta’s Subway 
 
3.1 Example of 3D News Explanatory by other News Channel 
 
 
Figure 3: News explanatory about missing AirAsia FLIGHT 8501 
 
 
Figure 4: News explanatory about Flight 8501 encountered thunderstorm 
 
In figure 3 and 4, CNN International also use 3D immersive 
design to explain the crashes of air Asia flight on Indonesia. 
They try to tell a story on how flight 8501 encountered the storm 
while fly from Surabaya to Singapore. 3D immersive also can 
be a visual aid for anchor to tell a better story for viewers. 
 
 
4. Development Process 
 
To create news explanatory using 3D immersive animation, 
start from producer’s script then graphic designer will define the 
visual storytelling. After the storyboard was approved then 
designer with director will defined the camera angle and news 
anchor movement in order for 3D animator have the right 
position to create the 3D space/object. In this process graphic 
designer and director create the sequence timing when the 
animation will appear on screen. When all preparation ready, 
the animator create the 3D design base on camera angle that 
director already defined, after that the designer together with 
director doing the live shot. The software that can handle “real-
time compositing process” called Vizrttm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Immersive animation development process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this study, I focused on how 3D animation can deliver 
unique presentation on complex news explanatory. 
Furthermore I found the producer and news anchor 
could have fun playing with the animation. Also the 
viewers get better understanding from the explanatory. 
However there is lot need to be improved when doing this 
project. The following improvement points were identified: 
 
• Improve the lighting and texture of 3D 
animation so it can looks more real]  
• Camera tracking movement so the visual can 
became more interactive and dynamic  
• Interactivity between news anchor and 3D 
graphics can be more dramatic and engaging  
 
6. Link of work:  
• On Youtube, about Jakarta’s MRT 
development: https://youtu.be/AidQV0cinYY  
• On Youtube, about Sun’s movement when 
solar eclipse happened in Indonesia: 
https://youtu.be/wcADtOYRjww  
• On Facebook, about solar eclipse: 
https://www.facebook.com/CNNIndonesia/videos/1 
054369731252764/  
• On Youtube Behind-the-scene on How CNN 
Indonesia using Immersive Technologies: 
https://youtu.be/RMly_lmF8Yg?list=PLmriyx1tVZ 
AxhDoSXFD2hI_EtqU-6ulXV  
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